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Statement of the problem. The emergence of composite cylinders on the market offers a range of
technological and operational advantages in comparison with metal cylinders of liquefied hydrocarbon gas. At the same time, the absence of substantiated recommendations for determining the vapor
capacity of cylinders by modes of their operation in the scientific literature limits their wide implementation into gas practice.
Results. A mathematical model considering the operation of the cylinder in the mode of periodic
gas consumption is developed, the coefficient of non-uniformity of gas consumption during the
day is calculated, the values of the heat transfer coefficient of the composite cylinder wall are identified, the approximate dependence of the heat transfer coefficient is obtained.
Conclusions. As a result of the research, the criteria influencing steam productivity of composite
cylinders of the liquefied hydrocarbon gas in various operating modes are found.
Keywords: composite cylinder, liquefied hydrocarbon gas, periodic gas consumption, steam capacity, heat
transfer coefficient.

Introduction. Temporary and periodic (seasonal) gas supply to facilities located remotely
from natural gas mains are largely supplied using liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) cylinders
while ensuring the use of gas for cooking and hot water preparation [1, 5, 11].
The most common metal gas cylinders with a volume of 5 to 50 liters [9, 18] are the most
common. However, these cylinders have considerable disadvantages:
 susceptibility to corrosion;
 explosion hazard;
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 significant weight of an empty cylinder;
 impossibility to control the level of gas in the cylinder due to its opacity.
Composite cylinders are free from these disadvantages as they are easy to store, carry, transport.
They have a greater aesthetics and come in a wide range of sizes and shapes. The market for
composite cylinders is dominated by manufacturers Rugasco (Russia), Heagon Ragasco
(Norway), Armotech, HPC Research (Czech Republic), Life Safe, Supreme (India) [10].
At the same time, the use of composite cylinders in the household sector requires practical
guidelines for identifying the steam capacity of tanks and operating conditions. The available
recommendations for metal cylinders in this case are not applicable, and there are no scientific
studies to have identified the steam capacity of composite cylinders in the known literature.
The goal of the study is to identify the criteria that affect the steam production of composite
cylinders of liquefied hydrocarbon gas under conditions of natural convection of internal air
in the room considering the periodic gas consumption and changes in the filling level of the
cylinder with the liquid phase of the gas.
1. Development of a mathematical model of periodic gas consumption. Studies [3, 4, 6,
12, 16, 22] show that the steam capacity of containers with gas operating under pressure is
identified by a number of technical characteristics with the following major ones:
 component composition of gas;
 ambient temperature;
 minimum filling level of the container;
 duration of gas consumption, etc.
With constant extraction of the vapor phase from the cylinder during the day, the calculated
steam capacity of the cylinder under the worst operating conditions, kg/h, is given by the formula [4, 15]:
k  Fcмmin (tв  tжmin )
g
,
r

(1)

where k is the coefficient of the heat transfer of the cylinder wall, kJh/m2 К; Fcмmin is the wetted surface of the cylinder of the liquid gas phase corresponding to the minimum level of its
filling, m2 ; tв is the temperature of the environment, 0С; tжmin is the minimum temperature of
the liquefied gas in the cylinder before another filling, 0С; r is the hidden vaporization heat of
the liquefied gas, kJ/h.
Under actual operating conditions of cylinders, gas consumption is commonly of a periodic
nature, while the periods of evaporation of the liquid phase "I" are changed by the periods of
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rest "O". During the rest period, there is an increase in the temperature of the liquid phase of
the gas due to heat exchange with the environment and that in the equilibrium vapor pressure
[17, 21]. The heat balance of the specified period can be described by the expression:
О
kFсмО  tв  tж  d    cг M гО  cст M ст
 dt  rdG ,

(2)

where FсмО is the wetted surface of the cylinder corresponding to the rest mode, m2 ; tж is
the temperature of the liquefied gas, 0 С; dτ is change of the time when the rest of the cylinder is examined, h; сг, сст is the heat capacity of the liquefied gas and cylinder walls
О
respectively, kJ/kgК; M гО , M ст
is the mass of the liquid phase of the gas in the cylinder

in the rest period and cylinder body contacting with the liquid phase, kg; dt is change of
the temperature over the rest period of the cylinder, 0 С; G is the mass of the vapour phase
in the cylinder, kg.
Assuming that the change in the mass of the liquid and the area of the wetted surface during a
separate period of vapor consumption occurs insignificantly, let us assume:

FсмО  FсмИ ;
М гО  М гИ ;

(3)

О
И
М ст
 М ст
.

Then the expression (2) can be presented as follows:
И
kFсмИ  tв  tж  d    cг M гИ  cст M ст
 dt  rdG .

(4)

An increase in the equilibrium vapor pressure due to additional evaporation of LPG is a second-order value rdG → 0 and may not be taken into consideration in further studies. In this
case, the calculation error does not exceed 2 %.
Then the duration of the rest period of the cylinder is given by the expression:
И
cг M гИ  cст M ст
dt
d 

.
И
tв  t
kFсм

(5)

The cylinder is heated during the rest process, which takes place in the time interval from 0 to
кон, while the gas temperature in the cylinder changes from tИ to tО:
кон


0

И
cг M гИ  cст M ст
d 
kFсмИ

tО

t

tИ

dt
.
в t

(6)

Then, integrating the expression in the above ranges of parameter variation, we get:

кон

И
cг M гИ  cст M ст
t t

ln в И .
И
tв  t О
kFсм
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Let us express the temperature of the liquefied gas at the end of the rest period:
tв  t И

tО  tв 

И
kFсм
кон
И

e cг M г

,

(8)

И
 cст M ст

where е is the Euler’s number.
Intensive vaporization of gas in the cylinder takes place in the process of gas consumption,
while the vapor phase is formed partly due to the influx of heat from the environment and a
decrease in the temperature of the gas in the cylinder. At the same time, there is a drop in the
equilibrium elasticity of saturated vapors.
The heat balance equation of the cylinder during the gas consumption period has the form:
 F О  FсмИ
k  см
2


  M гО  M гИ

t

t

(
)
 cг 
 в
2

 

О
И

 M ст
 M ст

c
 ст 
2




  dt  rgd  .


(9)

Given the assumption (2), the expression (9) takes the form:
И
kFсмИ (tв  t )d   cГ M гИ  cст M ст
 dt  rgd  .

(10)

The duration of the vaporization period is defined as

c M
d 
г

И
г

И
 cст M ст
 dt

rg  kFсмИ (tв  t )

.

(11)

The duration of gas evaporation in the cylinder taking into consideration the range of values
of the change in time 0  d   исп :
tО

исп

 d 
tИ

0

c M
г

И
г

И
 cст M ст
 dt

rg  kFсмИ (tв  t )

.

(12)

After inserting the limits, we get
исп

c M

г

И
г

И
 cст M ст


kFсмИ

rg  kFсмИ (tв  tО )
.
ln
rg  kFсмИ (tв  tИ )

(13)

Let us transform expression (13) taking into consideration expression (8) identifying the hourly gas consumption by the cylinder:
И

И

kFсм исп
  kFИ см кон И

И
cг M г  cст M ст
cг M гИ  cст M ст


kF  tв  t И  e
e



.
g
И
kF

см
исп


И
И
r 1  e cг M г cст M ст 




И
см

(14)

The analysis of expressions (1) and (14) shows that the steam capacity of the cylinder with
periodic extraction of vapors should be adjusted considering the presence of periods of gas
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evaporation and rest. The correction factor for uneven gas consumption in this case can be
presented as the ratio of the total period of use of the cylinder to the period of vaporization of
gas in the cylinder:




e

И
kFсм
кон

cг M гИ

И
kFсм
исп

И
 cст M ст

И

 e cг M г

И
 cст M ст

И
kFсм
исп

1 e

cг M гИ

.

(15)

И
 cст M ст

According to the analysis of expression (15), the correction factor exists in the range of values:
 1  , with a significant interruption in gas supply, i.e., τкон → ∞;
  = 1, with constant gas consumption from the cylinder, i.e. τкон → 0.
Then expression (1) in conditions of periodic consumption of gas from the cylinder will take
the form:

g

kFcм (tв  tж )
.
r

(16)

2. Identifying the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of the composite cylinder. In order
to be able to implement expression (16), it is necessary to perform research to identify the
values of the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of the composite cylinder. A large number of
studies are devoted to the study of the process of heat transfer through the metal wall of cylinders and LPG tanks [2, 3, 7, 13, 23]. At the same time, there is no information in the known
literature on the features of heat transfer through the wall of a composite balloon. A considerable difference in the material of manufacture does not enable the use of the values of the
heat transfer coefficients used in the calculation of metal pressure vessels and identifying the
amount of heat transfer from the environment to the composite cylinder according to the
known dependencies with no appropriate adaptation.
Let us consider the flow of heat to the liquid phase of liquefied gas (Fig. 1).

tп

QT

QT

d


Fig. 1. Calculation scheme

h

cylinder heat exchange tasks

tж

with the environment

QR

QR
QR
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The impact of the environment on the cylinder is performed in two characteristic zones:
 washed gas liquid phase (radial heat);
 washed vapor phase of the gas and the liquid phase transferred along the wall
(tangential heat).
In order to address the problem, the following assumptions will be used:
 heat supply to the cylinder from air is carried out due to natural convective heat
transfer [14, 19, 20];
 the temperature of the cylinder wall is the same in thickness and constant: tcm = const;
 the temperature of the wall washed by the liquid phase is equal to that of the liquefied gas: tcm = tж [6].
The amount of heat supplied to the liquid due to the radial conductivity of the cylinder wall is

QR    tв  tж  Fсм ,

(17)

where α is the the coefficient of heat transfer from the environment to the wall of the composite
cylinder, Watt/m2К.
In turn, the area of the wetted surface of the cylinder, m2, is defined as
Fсм  h( d  2) 

( d  2) 2
,
4

(18)

where h is the height of the composite LPG cylinder, m; d is the cylinder diameter, m; is the
wall thickness of the composite cylinder, m;  is the level of filling the balloon with the liquid
phase, proportions.
The heat gain to the liquid phase of the product due to the tangential conductivity of the cylinder wall will thereby have the following form:
Qt   ст Pt  tв  t ж 

,

(19)

where λст is the thermal conductivity coefficient of the cylinder wall participating in tangential heat transfer, Watt/mK; Рt is the perimeter of the surface of the cylinder walls participating in tangential heat transfer, m.
The perimeter of the cylinder surface participating in heat exchange with the vapor phase and
transferring heat tangentially is given by the formula:

Рt  2h  d  2 1    .

(20)

The total amount of heat inflow to the liquid phase of LPG in the cylinder will be defined as
Q  QR  Qt .
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Therefore the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of the composite cylinder, referred to its
wetted surface, coonsidering expressions (17)––(20), will take the form:

k 

 ст Рt
.
Fсм

(22)

Given that the cylinders is installed in the kitchen, in the immediate proximity to the gas
stove, the heat transfer from the air to the wall of the composite cylinder will occur due to the
natural convection of the air in the room. The heat transfer coefficient from air of a smooth
non-metallic surface in this case is given by the ratio [19, 20]:

  f ( v) ,

(23)

where v is the air velocity near the surface, m/sec.
Considering the regulatory requirements for the velocity of air movement in the premises of
kitchens of residential buildings in compliance with SanPiN (СанПиН) 2.1.2645, the value of
the heat transfer coefficient will take the value of 6.6 Watt/m2 K.
According to expression (22), given (18), (20), (23), calculations were performed to identify
the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of a composite LPG cylinder of the two most common
standard sizes of cylinders with a volume of 24.5 and 47 liters considering the dynamics of
changes in the level of filling with the liquid phase of the gas in the range of 10 % ≤ φ ≤ 85 %.
The calculation results are shown in the graphs (Fig. 2). To compare, Fig. 2 presents the re-
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Fig. 2. Values of the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of LPG cylinders:
1 –– composite cylinder with a volume of 24.5 liters; 2 –– a composite cylinder with a volume of 47 liters;
3 –– metal cylinder with a volume of 50 liters
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According to the analysis of the graphs (Fig. 2), the heat transfer coefficient of the cylinder
wall depends considerably on the filling level. The smallest values of the coefficient of
6.7 Watt/m2 K are observed at a liquid phase level in the cylinder of 85 %. As the cylinder is
emptied, the heat transfer coefficient increases and at the minimum filling level (10 %) is
9.8 Watt/m2 K for a composite cylinder with a volume of 47 liters and 9.4 W/m2 K for a composite cylinder with a volume of 24.5 liters, respectively.
The comparison of the heat transfer coefficients of the metal wall and the wall of the composite cylinder shows a significant discrepancy between the values. The largest difference is
53.7 % with an initial fill level of 85 %.
Hence the material of manufacture of cylinders has a considerable impact on the value of the
heat transfer coefficient. Thus the use of the main dependencies for identifying the heat flow
for metal cylinders and the formation of recommendations for identifying the steam capacity
of composite cylinders will lead to a significant error in determining the operating parameters.
Computer processing of the research results made it possible to obtain an expression for identifying the heat transfer coefficient of the wall of a composite cylinder considering its level of
filling with the liquid phase of the gas. The expression is valid for a range of fill level values
from 10 % ≤ φ ≤ 85 % with a correlation of R² = 0.997:
k  0.1  10 5 3  0.25  10 2 2  0.17   10.96 .

(24)

3. Identifying the coefficient of unevenness of gas consumption. In order to identify the
correction factor  in expression (16), the corresponding calculations were performed. The
following were taken as the initial data:
 variable continuous duration of gas consumption per day –– 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24 hours;
 filling the cylinder with the liquid gas phase –– 50 and 10 %;
 the volume of composite cylinders –– 24.5 and 47 liters.
The calculation results are presented in Fig. 3.
According to the calculation, the coefficient of unevenness of gas consumption takes on values of more than one if gas consumption is conducted for less than four hours a day. In this
case, an increase in the steam capacity of the cylinder will be essential. E.g., with a gas consumption duration of one hour, the coefficient  = 2 (with a cylinder volume of 47 liters and a
liquid phase filling level of 50 %, curve 1), this means that the amount of vaporized gas in the
cylinder doubles. A similar situation is observed when using a cylinder with a smaller capacity. With a cylinder volume of 24.5 liters and an hourly continuous gas consumption, the gas
consumption unevenness coefficient is 1.5 (curve 2). With a drop in the filling of the cylin-
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ders with gas, the values of the coefficient drop as well and range from 1.2 (24.5 l cylinder,
curve 4) to 1.4 (50 l cylinder, curve 3). At the same time, the difference in the values of the
coefficient depending on the volume of the cylinder and the level of its filling with the liquid
phase is observed only during the period of gas consumption up to four hours. So, e.g., with a
gas consumption duration of 2 hours for a 47 liter cylinder with a liquid phase filling level of
50 %, the coefficient has a value of  = 1.4, and with a liquid phase filling level of 10 %
 = 1.1, i.e., it differs by 21, five %. When the duration of gas consumption is reduced to
1 hour, the difference in values goes up to 30 %.
Hence with the continuous use of cylinders for less than four hours, it is necessary to take into
consideration the coefficient of unevenness of gas consumption, which ensures an increase in
their steam production.
With a gas consumption duration of more than four hours, the gas consumption unevenness
coefficient becomes equal to unity, and it can be assumed that the cylinder operates in the
mode of continuous extraction of the vapor phase of the gas at any volume of the gas cylinder
and any level of filling with the liquid phase of the gas.
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Fig. 3. Coefficient values 
depending on the duration of continuous gas consumption during the day:
1 –– cylinder with a volume of 47 liters, filling level –– 50 %; 2 –– balloon with a volume of 24.5 liters,
filling level –– 50 %; 3 –– balloon with a volume of 47 liters, filling level –– 10 %;
4 –– balloon with a volume of 24.5 liters, filling level — 10 %
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Conclusions. The practical significance of the study is the development of a mathematical
model of heat exchange of a composite cylinder with the environment in a periodic mode of
gas consumption, the establishment of criteria impacting the steam capacity of the cylinder
under conditions of natural convection of ambient air considering the tangential conductivity
of the wall in contact with the vapor phase of liquefied gas, obtaining an approximating dependence for identification of the heat transfer coefficient of the cylinder wall depending on
the filling level of the cylinder with gas, the correction factor to the design capacity of the cylinder in conditions of periodic gas consumption.
The scientific substantiation of the new results provided in the article will make enable recommendations to be developed for choosing operating modes for composite cylinders of liquefied gas, which will increase their attractiveness in the gas supply market for periodically
and seasonally operated facilities.
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